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ABSTRACT

Explosive volcanic vents are widespread on Mercury. Compound volcanic vents comprise multiple individual vents, and probably formed through multiple events. We demonstrate that ~70% of the volcanic vent sites on Mercury that have been imaged with sufficient resolution to resolve their internal features are compound vents that have probably undergone multiple eruptions. Interior characteristics of compound vents, such as cross-cutting relationships, contrasts in small scale impact cratering, and other textural detail, as well as the asymmetry of surrounding faculae, suggest that activity occurred over a prolonged but so far unquantified period of time. We use multiple case studies to highlight the migration of eruption centres at these sites. At the Nathair Facula vent, small-scale interior pits suggest the location of the most recent activity.

1. Introduction

Explosive volcanic vents are widespread on Mercury. Compound volcanic vents comprise multiple individual vents, and probably formed through multiple events. We demonstrate that ~70% of the volcanic vent sites on Mercury that have been imaged with sufficient resolution to resolve their internal features are compound vents that have probably undergone multiple eruptions. Interior characteristics of compound vents, such as cross-cutting relationships, contrasts in small scale impact cratering, and other textural detail, as well as the asymmetry of surrounding faculae, suggest that activity occurred over a prolonged but so far unquantified period of time. We use multiple case studies to highlight the migration of eruption centres at these sites. At the Nathair Facula vent, small-scale interior pits suggest the location of the most recent activity.
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A terrestrial example of a compound volcanic vent is Volcan Aucanquilcha in Chile; this comprises 20 individual vents, some within overlapping craters, ranging in age from 11 Ma to <1 Ma (Klemett and Grunder, 2008). Rothery et al. (2014) used the term ‘compound volcano’ when describing the vent complex inside Agwo Facula, for which Thomas et al. (2014b) coined the term ‘compound vent’ (Fig. 1). The vent complex consists of nine internal depressions (vents), some separated only by thin walls (septa). They regarded these depressions as individual vents, within an overall compound vent site. Crosscutting relationships between the individual vents and differences in surface roughness between them suggest that eruptions occurred over a prolonged period.

Until now, only limited studies of the eruptive history of vent sites on Mercury have been undertaken, other than to give an approximate maximum age of those occurring within impact craters (Gouge et al., 2014; Thomas et al., 2014a; Jozwiak et al., 2018). We present here a study of all identified volcanic vent sites on Mercury, assess the available image data, and determine what proportion are compound. We note relationships between the individual vents and differences in surface roughness between them suggest that eruptions occurred over a prolonged period.

2. Material and methods

To investigate all the known volcanic vent sites on the planet and identify the proportion that are compound, we conducted a review of the existing lists of vents and faculae (Kerber et al., 2011; Gouge et al., 2014; Thomas et al., 2014a; Jozwiak et al., 2018). We added 27 further vent sites that we identified during our own study of Mercury, and re-examined areas previously identified as “pitted ground” (Thomas et al., 2014c) to see whether higher resolution image data collected subsequently would reveal volcanic vents not identified in previous data.

2.1. Image data

To inspect each known vent site and/or facula, we used the highest resolution (<180 m/pixel) narrow-angle camera and wide-angle camera images captured by MESSENGER’s MDIS instrument (Hawkins et al., 2007) and archived in the NASA Planetary Data System. We projected the image data using USGS ISIS3 software. To study each vent location, we re-projected the images using a sinusoidal projection centred at the midpoint of the vent/facula and displayed images using geographical information system (GIS) software. We used the 665 m/pixel enhanced colour mosaic (Denevi et al., 2016) to examine faculae, though not all vent sites show faculae and not all faculae contain vents (Jozwiak et al., 2018). We visually examined each location to verify vent sites by identifying depressions lacking raised rims. We excluded hollows through their relatively blue reflectance (Blewett et al., 2011) in the enhanced colour basemap, highly localised albedo (compared to the generally more diffuse anomalies of faculae), generally flat floors, and relatively small (~100 s of meters) size (Blewett et al., 2011). We excluded impact craters by their raised rims and ejecta patterns. We defined a vent site as “a depression bounded by a single brink spatially separated from other sites”.

We do not consider faculae containing only pitted ground to be vent sites; pitted ground has rough floors without a large scale (~1 km) pit, and perhaps forms when lava flows over volatile-rich materials causing local volatile release through the lava, thus disrupting the lava surface and creating the albedo feature but without an explosive event capable of excavating a substantial pit (Fig. 2) (Thomas et al., 2014c). This paper focuses on vent sites, and faculae without clear vent sites are excluded from the rest of the study.

We made a trial of digital elevation models (DEMs) of vent site interiors using Ames Stereo Pipeline (Broxton and Edwards, 2008). However, we found that the lack of good image pairs at sufficient resolution to identify the detailed internal morphology of vent sites resulted in less information being conveyed in these DEMs than by individual images, or by images with much different illumination angles that clearly highlight morphology but are unsuitable for DEM creation. The time needed to produce DEMs for all vent sites and the lack of any benefit in the majority cases means that the bulk of this study relies on photogeological interpretation (e.g., Allum, 2013).

2.2. Identification of compound vent sites

We applied three-level semi-quantitative confidences to our classification of the vent sites (as compound or otherwise), based on our assessment of the available images. If the image quality was insufficient to distinguish between impact craters and vents or to identify internal structures or features within the vent sites, we recorded the vent sites as “unclassifiable”. This usually corresponds to vents imaged only once, often with a solar incidence angle >80° (where shadows may obscure features) or close to 0° (where topographic features are no longer clear), or imaged at a resolution that is insufficient to make out the interior of vents (this is dependent on the size of the vent). Conversely, vent sites with “good image quality” had illumination adequate to show the vent interiors clearly, and perhaps several images with various incidence or emission angles. In between these extremes, “reasonable image quality” vent sites often required inspection of multiple images to identify breaks in slope or to reveal other morphology clearly.

At each vent site we searched for morphological features, and then decided whether each vent site is compound. We used the one or more of

![Fig. 1. The compound vent at Agwo Facula a. Enhanced colour image from global enhanced colour mosaic (Denevi et al., 2016). Red box is the outline of 1b. b. The detailed internal structure revealed in a MESSENGER image EN1060657198M (55 m/pixel). Images centred at 146.1°E, 22.4°N in a sinusoidal projection. North towards the top of all images. Image credit: NASA/Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory/Carnegie Institution of Washington. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image-url)
the following morphological characteristics within vents used to recognise a compound volcanic vent:

- Presence of internal structures such as septa that subdivide vents (Fig. 3a)
- Immediately adjacent vents where parts of the brinks touch (Fig. 3b)
- Larger vents that contain smaller vents (Fig. 3d)

Septa are internal walls subdividing a vent site. Where multiple vents directly touch (for example with only a thin septum), we consider them to be part of the same compound vent site. When there is intervening flat ground, we log them as separate vent sites even if distributed around the same structure (such as around a crater’s central peak). Both these structures are spatial evidence for multiple eruptions because they demonstrate discrete eruption sites. When there is a smaller vent inside a larger vent (e.g. Fig. 3d), the smaller vent must postdate the larger vent that hosts it, because the larger vent floor had to exist before the smaller could form, and so these are also compound vent sites evidencing temporal evidence of multiple eruptions.

On Earth, compound volcanoes are identified either by overlapping edifices or by intersecting volcanic craters (Neuendorf et al., 2005). The lack of significant edifices on Mercury makes our definition, based only on the pits corresponding to each vent, more conservative than on Earth. However, it follows the same usage of the term ‘compound volcanic vent’ as previous work on Mercury (Rothery et al., 2014; Thomas et al., 2014b).

We applied to each vent site the following classification: compound, ambiguous, or not compound. Additionally, we noted those examples where image quality was insufficient to enable classification. We recorded as “ambiguous” those sites that have some form of structure, but do not have clearly defined separate vents (for example where septa are missing or incomplete), or where it was plausible to ascribe internal structures to processes such as mass wasting or fault activity. We took a conservative approach in recording the vent site inside Nathair Facula (commonly referred to as “the north-east Rachmaninoff vent” before the facula received its formal name in 2018) as “ambiguous” due to lack of clear structural division, even though differences in mantling and areas with rough floor texture suggest a multi-stage history. We discuss this example further in Section 3.1. The link to a list of images used to classify vent sites is in the Data Availability section.

Processes that could have modified the inside of vents, other than multiple separate eruptive events or migration of the eruption centre during an eruption, include:

1. Gravity-driven mass wasting (movement of rock debris downslope due to gravity)
2. The asymmetric build-up of erupted materials

Mass wasting is a likely process to occur after the creation of new slopes on Mercury and is known to occur within craters (Brunetti et al., 2015) and at the edges of some vents (Malliband et al., 2019). Likely examples are easily identified on the interior slopes of vents (see the north of Fig. 3e) where mass wasting, sufficient to change the outline of the vent, has occurred. Mass wasting could be a cause of some of the unusual shapes of vent brinks and the alternation of convex and concave planform shapes. However, mass-wasting deposits can be identified on the floor of vents by their positive topographic convex-up lobate form (Brunetti et al., 2015). We do not consider it likely that morphologies created by mass wasting would be similar to the features used to identify compound volcanic vents shaped by volcanic processes.

We consider that the build-up of explosive volcanic ejecta asymmetrically (where volcanic materials accumulate on one section of the
vent/volcano during an eruption) is unlikely to produce morphologies similar to compound volcanic vents because the ejecta is so thinly dispersed that departure from radial symmetry would not affect the within-vent topography (Brož et al., 2018; Thomas et al., 2014b). Asymmetric distribution of ejecta could, however, produce an asymmetric facula (Section 3.2).

Where the image data were sufficient to study the relationships of the internal component vents within a compound volcanic vent site, we looked for crosscutting relationships to infer relative timing. We also reason that smoother surfaces in and around vents are likely to represent older portions of a compound volcanic vent than rougher surfaces nearby, due to mantling by younger volcanic ejecta from nearby vents subduing their textures, or being old enough to have developed a thicker regolith cover (Rothery et al., 2014).

We studied some case studies (Section 3.1) and mapped them out in ArcGIS at a scale of 1:2000 times the pixel size (in metres) of the images (listed in the example figure captions). We interpreted shadows, in some cases switching between multiple illuminations, to divide each compound volcanic vent into individual vents/depressions. We deduced relative timing from crosscutting relationships such as where edges of vents further excavated pre-existing floors (Fig. 3c) or cut through the brinks of other vents showing that those must have formed earlier (Fig. 3b). We visually assessed relative surface roughness and compared this with the crosscutting relationships.

3. Results

We have identified a total of 309 vent sites across the planet. Of these, 109 are imaged with good image quality, 115 have reasonable image quality and 85 are unclassifiable. Of the 309 vent sites, 131 are clearly compound volcanic vents, and 57 are clearly not. The remaining 121 are either ambiguous or unclassifiable (Table 1). Of the 309 vent sites, 87% have an associated facula. We find that the presence of a facula has no relation to whether the vent is compound or not, and that 90% of non-compound vents have a facula (See Data Availability for the link to the list of vents).

Table 1 shows that of the vent sites with good image quality 71% of vents are compound (Fig. 4). Of all vents sites studied 42% of all vent sites are definitely compound, and only 18% are definitely not compound. Excluding all the unclassifiable and ambiguous examples, but including reasonable image quality, 70% of the confidently classified vent sites are compound, and 30% are not (Fig. 4) showing that it is possible to identify compound vents even on sub-optimal images. Furthermore, the number of “ambiguous”examples suggests that the actual proportion of compound volcanic vents is likely to be larger than our conservative ~70% estimate.

It is possible we could have erroneously included a few impact craters, whose raised rim and ejecta are unclear or degraded, in the database as vent sites. If so, these would be in the “non-compound” category, clearly compound volcanic vents, and 57 are clearly not. The remaining 121 are either ambiguous or unclassifiable (Table 1). Of the 309 vent sites, 87% have an associated facula. We find that the presence of a facula has no relation to whether the vent is compound or not, and that 90% of non-compound vents have a facula (See Data Availability for the link to the list of vents).

Table 1 shows that of the vent sites with good image quality 71% of vents are compound (Fig. 4). Of all vents sites studied 42% of all vent sites are definitely compound, and only 18% are definitely not compound. Excluding all the unclassifiable and ambiguous examples, but including reasonable image quality, 70% of the confidently classified vent sites are compound, and 30% are not (Fig. 4) showing that it is possible to identify compound vents even on sub-optimal images. Furthermore, the number of “ambiguous”examples suggests that the actual proportion of compound volcanic vents is likely to be larger than our conservative ~70% estimate.

It is possible we could have erroneously included a few impact craters, whose raised rim and ejecta are unclear or degraded, in the database as vent sites. If so, these would be in the “non-compound” category,

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>All Image Percent</th>
<th>Confident Classification Percent</th>
<th>Good Images</th>
<th>Good Image Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compound</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclassifiable</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
3.1. Examples of compound vents

As 91% (Klimczak et al., 2018) or 81% (Thomas et al., 2014c) ranges previously reported for all vents (of all types) within craters, such as within impact craters or basins. These percentages are close to the repeated eruptions at the same spot. Candidates include vents whose floors often appear to lack mass wasting deposits such as positive relief could suggest shaping by mass wasting, but we observe that their brinks contain areas of both convex and concave planform shape. This suggests that no common morphological feature of impact craters match those used to classify a vent site as compound. This would artificially reduce the proportion of compound volcanic vent sites, meaning that, if anything, compound vents are likely to be slightly more common than otherwise indicated.

For vents with no interior structures, and thus not considered compound, we should consider whether they are likely to have formed by repeated eruptions at the same spot. Candidates include vents whose brinks contain areas of both convex and concave planform shape. This could suggest shaping by mass wasting, but we observe that their floors often appear to lack mass wasting deposits such as positive relief features with lobate toes, so multiple eruptions are at least plausible here too. See the north of Fig. 3d for a rare example of an area where a slump is clearly observed, and so explains the planform of the vent wall in that area. In addition, any sites where later eruptions are larger than previous eruptions would likely not show signs of being compound.

We plot the geographical location of vents distinguished by type in Fig. 5. 79% of compound vents and 89% of non-compound vent sites are within impact craters or basins. These percentages are close to the ranges previously reported for all vents (of all types) within craters, such as 91% (Klimczak et al., 2018) or 81% (Thomas et al., 2014c).

3.1. Examples of compound vents

While assessing relative surface roughness within components of compound vents, we found no examples of conflicts between crosscutting relationships and relative age implied by surface roughness, as also identified within the vent in Agwo Facula (Rothery et al., 2014). To demonstrate variability in vent types and their morphology, and to investigate what might tell us about explosive volcanism on Mercury, we discuss here four other examples of compound volcanic vent sites. These encompass the variety of form and illustrate some key features for deducing volcanic processes at such vents.

The first example is a large vent containing internal structures. The second is a smaller vent, but still with clear internal structures. The third focuses on small pits that we have identified within the very large Nathair Faculae pit using high-resolution images, and that are not observed at other vent sites. The fourth is particularly unusual and is a dome that we identified within a vent, and which is a possible constructive feature.

**Example 1.** The vent site inside Kipling crater (Fig. 6). We used two images with opposite Sun azimuths to identify component vents. The overall compound volcanic vent is 15 km wide and 37 km long. We identified seven internal vents within it that demonstrate crosscutting relationships and textural variation, suggesting a complex eruptive history. Where possible, we used the crosscutting relationships of these depressions to infer a time sequence. The oldest element is probably the north of the complex (depression a). Depression b is deeper and truncates the southern end of a and so may be younger than depression a. Depression c cuts across depression b in a similar manner.

The area in the south of the vent (f/g) is the most texturally rough and cuts through the floor of c and d, so is probably more recently active. The youngest part, based on texture, is probably depression g. It is not possible to determine the age of e relative to the rest of the complex, because of an intervening septum in the form of a segmented ridge (that also divides depression d from c). The curved nature and position of this ridge within the lava-flooded floor of the host impact crater (Kipling) suggest that it may represent a remnant of Kipling’s peak ring structure. It appears that there was a general progression of the locus of the eruption from north to south based on crosscutting relationships and textural roughness.

**Example 2.** 12 km × 13 km vent located in a plains-flooded re-entrant of the southern rim of the Caloris basin and within Ejo Faculae. This vent site provides another demonstration of internal crosscutting relationships (Fig. 7). We used image EN250796801M to map out depressions based on the crosscutting relationships of four or possibly five separate pits. Here, poorly-expressed depression a (little of which survives) is perhaps the oldest, though its brink is no longer clear. Depression b has the largest area. There may be additional vents within

![Fig. 5. Global distribution of vents in this study, superimposed on the global colour map (Denevi et al., 2016) using a Robinson projection.](image-url)
the shadowed area of \(b\), but images with suitable illumination conditions are of insufficient resolution to confirm this. Depressions \(c\), \(d\), and \(e\) each cut into the floor of \(b\). We interpret the divisions to represent a sequence of eruptions that occurred after \(b\), with \(e\) probably being the most recent as it cuts across \(c\) and \(d\), and a mantling deposit appears to overlie \(b\) and \(d\).

**Example 3.** Nathair Facula is the largest facula on the planet and surrounds the largest (39 km × 30 km) recognised vent structure (Fig. 8). This vent is an unusual example. It lacks any distinct septa. However, the high resolution of available images (37.6 m/pixel) shows it to have multiple shallow bowl-like depressions in the floor that we interpret as separate eruption sites. The southern part of the vent floor has a smooth texture, the appearance of which is consistent with being an older area mantled by younger deposits. The floor in the northern half of the vent is rougher, and so is presumably not mantled and therefore likely to be younger. Within this northern section, much of the eastern
part is rougher still, and thus likely the most recent site to have hosted significant eruptive activity (making up approximately 1/8th of the floor area of the vent). We have been conservative and classified it among the ambiguous compound vents in Table 1, although Rothery et al. (2021) give reasons for regarding it as compound. These include a stereo-derived digital elevation model (DEM) in Thomas et al. (2014c), which shows that the floor is deepest in the northern part of the vent, and suggests there were at least three eruptive sites within this vent (Fig. 8d).

Another remarkable feature within the vent at Nathair Facula is the presence of small pits on the floor. These pits are 100–600 m diameter, shallow, bowl-shaped depressions (Fig. 8c). They do not have the VIS-IR signature or high albedo that characterises hollows (Blewett et al., 2013; Chabot et al., 2011). They do not form the straight or arcuate chains typical of catenae (chains of secondary impact craters) and lack the raised rims associated with impact cratering. The pits are on a scale similar to some of the features seen in ‘pitted ground’; however, no example of ‘pitted ground’ follows such a narrow pattern (Thomas et al., 2014c). These pits are on the boundary between a rough area of the floor and the smoother area surrounding it. If this area represents the most recent area of eruption, then these pits are on the edge of it possibly formed in the waning phases of an eruption. If this area represents the most recent area of eruption, then these pits are on the edge of it possibly formed in the waning phases of an eruption. The small size of these pits means there is no clear way to date them; however, given the intensity of Nathair Facula (Besse et al., 2020; Rothery et al., 2021), parts of this vent may be relatively young compared to other vents on the planet. The pit’s location outside a crater hampers dating, but Rothery et al. (2021) note that parts of the surrounding facula overlie ejecta from the c4 (Mansurian) crater Rachmaninoff, making the most recent eruption Mansurian or younger in age. If activity inside this compound vent is indeed atypically young, then comparable features in other vent sites may have been degraded beyond visibility by space weathering and impact gardening.

Example 4 includes the only feature inside a vent that we regard as a plausible constructional feature. The pit is a 24 km × 15 km across clover leaf-shaped compound vent, containing a 500 m wide dome centred at 139.6°E, 48.5°N (Fig. 9) with hollows on its top. The dome’s location on the floor of a vent demonstrates that it formed after the excavation of the vent. Unfortunately, the NW edge of the dome is shadowed, which could be hiding important morphological details. A positive topographic anomaly on the floor of a vent could have been produced by mass-wasting, but that is unlikely in this case as its top and edge on the side closest to the wall both appear to be convexly rounded (though the shadow impedes analysis). A more persuasive alternative is that it is a lava dome formed by very viscous lava, on a much smaller scale than the two possible constructional edifices identified by Wright et al. (2018). Better images and spectral data from the BepiColombo mission (Rothery et al., 2020) are likely to improve understanding of this unusual feature, including the fine scale texture on top of the dome, and we recommend it as a target for that mission.

3.2. Asymmetric faculae

Supporting evidence for vent migration comes from some of their surrounding faculae. Although the original appearance of a facula must depend on the strength and duration of the eruption, faculae are expected to fade as they age as a result of space weathering and impact gardening (e.g. Besse et al., 2020), resulting in the muting of their spectral signature and shrinkage of their visible extent. The unnamed facula inside Picasso crater (Fig. 10a,b) shows an uneven distribution along the length of the arcuate vent site. The facula is most intense...
around the north of the vent, correlating with the roughest textured area of vent floor and walls, which we would expect to indicate the most recent eruptions. The facula is weaker further south along the vent, and here the vent floor and walls show smoother textures suggesting that this area is older and was either mantled by later eruptions and then degraded, or just degraded by space weathering.

The second example of an asymmetric facula is seen associated with the compound vent in Fig. 10c,d, which is a cluster of vents around the centre of a complex crater whose floor was covered by a plains unit (likely to be lava) before being punctured by vents close to where the buried central peak (or peak complex) would be. The spectral anomaly is stronger near the east of this compound volcanic vent site, and the east of the vent site is texturally rougher than the west, suggesting it is younger and less degraded, which is consistent with the more intense area of facula being younger.

A third example is Nathair Facula (Fig. 8a), whose mid-point is displaced by between 10 and 30 km north or northeast relative to the centre of its vent complex as demonstrated by Rothery et al. (2020). This is consistent with the textural evidence in Fig. 8 that the youngest activity was in the north of the pit floor.

These asymmetric examples where facula intensity correlates with relative age as inferred age superpositional relationships and roughness...
add corroborating evidence that some vents have undergone multiple eruptions, with the locus of activity migrating between eruption events. In the case of example 1 migration appears to have been from south to north along an arc tracing a probable buried a peak ring structure, in example 2 the roughness and facula asymmetry suggests the more recent activity was in the east of a cluster of vents. Better constraints on the rates at which faculae fade with age might improve constraints on when the activity occurred, especially in conjunction with spectral data to map out the extents of faculae (e.g., Besse et al., 2020).

4. Discussion

We now describe the general inferences and interpretations that follow from our overall compound vent statistics and from the evidence from individual examples that provide case studies of the processes that may have occurred more generally at volcanic vent sites. We then speculate on their implications (section 4.2).

4.1. General implications

The presence of such a high proportion of compound volcanic vents on Mercury suggests that more than a single event occurred at most vent sites, with migration of the locus of eruption in increments that can total up to about 50 km (for example, Fig. 10b). The question then arises as to whether these formed polygenetically (from multiple eruptions) or as part of a sequence within the same eruption (a monogenetic event).

The duration of any pause between eruptive episodes at successive vents within a compound vent site cannot be quantified directly. For example, vents have too small an area for valid crater statistics to be collected by measuring size-frequency distributions of superposed impact craters. Matters are made worse because secondary craters, which are typically clustered, may dominate the crater population up to 10 km crater diameter (Strom et al., 2011; Strom et al., 2008). Additionally, pyroclastic materials may not preserve impact craters in the same way as the surrounding regolith, hampering any comparisons between size-frequency distributions (Lucchitta and Schmitt, 1974). However, visibly apparent density differences of ~100 m diameter impact craters on the floors of individual depressions within compound volcanic vents at Agwo and Nathair Faculae (and perhaps in the vent in Kipling Crater; Fig. 6) correspond with the order of formation deduced from both crosscutting relationships and differences in surface roughness. We have found no counterexamples where the sequence of events deduced from cross-cutting relationships is contrary to the relative ages suggested by the density of small craters (fewer in younger component-vents) or textural roughness (rousher in younger components within a vent site). This supports the suggestion that significant time gaps occurred between the formation of the oldest and youngest component vents in at least some examples.

Examination of internal structure often reveals smaller vents crosscutting, or entirely within, larger vents (e.g., Figs. 3c, 6, 7). This is consistent with the most recent eruptions having been less powerful and/or briefer than previous ones, as might be expected in a waning volcanic system. In the case of the vent in Nathair Facula, its last major eruption appears to occupy ~1/8th of the vent complex by area. We note that if the last eruption at any site was big enough this could result in a new pit large enough to destroy evidence of pre-existing smaller vents, whereas late-stage smaller vents can crosscut, but not obliterate, pre-existing larger vents. However the lack of numerous large non-compound vents surrounded by prominent faculae suggest that this rarely happens, and that waning eruption size is indeed the norm.

The putative lava dome seen in Example 4 (Fig. 9), and the small pits at the edge of the youngest vent site within Nathair Facula (Fig. 8c), both suggest later phases of less intense activity at these vent sites, and a terminal switch from explosive to effusive volcanism in the former example.

The composition of faculae around vents is not necessarily the same in every case (Besse et al., 2020). Furthermore, spatial variations of the intensities of faculae around vent sites (Section 3.2) indicate that eruption strength and/or duration varied within vent sites, or that some faculae are sufficiently older than others to exhibit different degrees of muting by space weathering and mixing into the background by impact gardening. These factors are consistent with vents having undergone multiple eruptions. A detailed study examining the distribution of faculae around vents in terms of composition and thickness may help to refine the eruption history of compound volcanic vents.

4.2. How did the eruptions occur?

Possible mechanisms for the formation of these vents are explosive excavation, collapse into an evacuated conduit, such as a dyke, or a combination of these (Jozwiak et al., 2018). We concur with Rothery et al. (2014) in observing no surface features indicative of ring faults, as usually associated with terrestrial and Martian caldera collapse, though they cannot be excluded.

Some terrestrial examples of phreatomagmatic and kimberlite eruptions can undergo migration of the diatreme during a single eruption. Being a continual migration process, such migration is unlikely to leave sepa dividing the vent (White and Ross, 2011), but this could be analogous to the process on Mercury resulting in vents with a sinuous brink but no internal features (which we classed as not compound vents). Multiple separate eruptions using the same conduit with pauses could, however, lead to multiple component vents at a locality (Fulop and Kurszlaukis, 2017) manifested at compound vent sites as discrete vents or vents divided by sepa.

If compound vents form as collapse pits above a dyke, collapse occurs into the dyke that had fed them (Wilson et al., 2011; Wilson and Head, 2017). A flat, rather than bowl-shaped, floor is expected, as found within lunar rilles (Wilson et al., 2011), although a deeper top to the dyke could enable bowl-shaped pits to form without a continuous rille (Jozwiak et al., 2018). This would suggest that each component vent was formed sequentially as part of the same eruption. This may match with sequential vent sites in the style of the example within Picasso crater. At the vent site within Nathair Facula, dykes might explain the formation of the small young pits on the vent floor (Fig. 8c).

Given individual vents’ bowl-like profiles suggested by photogeology (e.g. Figs. 7, 9), LIDAR tracks (Thomas et al., 2014a) and digital elevation model data (e.g. the ‘simple vents’ in Jozwiak et al. (2018) and Thomas et al. (2014a)), we favour excavation by explosive eruption as the main pit-forming process. However, we note that it seems inevitable that after termination of eruption various collapse processes would have choked the evacuated conduit and modified the surrounding pit walls. It is probable that both explosive excavation and collapse is needed on Mercury to explain the variety of features seen.

Regardless of formation mechanism, the asymmetry of the facula at Picasso, and the progression in eruption identified in the vent site at Agwo Facula (Rothery et al., 2014) and in example 2 (Fig. 10c,d) suggests that at some compound vent sites there were pauses between the formation of individual component vents. To enable this, a mechanism is needed to recharge the volatiles. It also suggests that local stress regimes were conducive to eruptions over a potentially extended period of time.

4.3. Volatile recharge

For multiple explosive eruptions to occur, each eruption must be followed by recharge of volatiles capable of exsolving as the gases needed to drive the next eruption. Such recharge could take place by: (i) recharge in the source (mantle volatiles), (ii) recharge within the melt (for example, by assimilation or fractionation), or (iii) processes within the feeder dyke (Head and Wilson, 2017).

On Mercury, the volatile component of the melt is most likely to be dominated by CO and SO2 (Kerber et al., 2009; Weider et al., 2016). The only pyroclastic deposit large enough to have had its composition
measured by MESSENGER is Nathair Facula (Peplowski et al., 2016; Weider et al., 2016), which is relatively depleted in both sulfur and carbon. This is consistent with iron silicates in the magma having been reduced by the carbon (McCubbin et al., 2017) and sulfur to generate the gases needed for explosivity, so that sulfur and carbon are therefore mostly absent from the solid pyroclastic ejecta.

Mercury’s crust is rich in volatile elements with up to 4 wt% sulfur (Nittler et al., 2011). The low reflectance material (LRM), which is probably derived from the lower crust, may be enriched in other volatiles including up to 5 wt% carbon (Klima et al., 2018; Murchie et al., 2015; Peplowski et al., 2016). The LRM may now be present as horizons at several depths in Mercury’s crust, occurring as ejecta layers redistributed from a graphite-rich primary crust or buried ancient lava flows (Klima et al., 2018; Peplowski et al., 2016; Vander Kaaden and McCubbin, 2015). The subsurface lateral continuity of the LRM source has yet to be constrained, but LRM may constitute a widespread source of volatiles that could be assimilated by melts during ascent.

Assimilation of stratigraphically controlled volatiles (i.e., in layers) into a dyke is likely to be inefficient due to the relatively small surface area of a dyke in contact with any horizon in the crust. A sill morphology would be more effective at assimilating volatiles because sills have significantly more surface area that could be in contact with a horizontal or sub-horizontal volatile-rich layer. If volatiles were assimilated multiple times from the same place in the crust, then this might require either stopping (collapse of the ceiling above a sill or larger intrusion) or migration of volatiles through the crust to replenish the volatiles before each episode of assimilation. Sills are more likely to form in a global contractional environment than dykes (e.g. Byrne et al., 2018; Watanabe et al., 1999). Current remote sensing data for Mercury provide insufficient evidence to be able to identify whether a sill or dyke morphology is more common, although the lack of observed floor deformation (specifically fracturing) in craters that have explosive vents on their floors makes shallow sills unlikely, and so favours dykes or deep sills (Jozwiak et al., 2018; Thomas et al., 2015).

A second explanation for volatile availability may be that the partial melting zones in Mercury’s mantle are rich in volatiles (Vander Kaaden and McCubbin, 2015). Direct connections between the mantle and the surface would allow volatile-rich melts within the mantle to ascend and resupply volcanic vents with new (‘juvenile’) volatiles. It is often stated that Mercury’s contractional tectonic regime is not conducive to magma ascent (Byrne et al., 2016; Michel et al., 2013; Tosi et al., 2013). This may explain why there are only about 300 identified explosive vent sites on the entire planet. Repeated eruptions at individual sites imply long-term connectivity to the melt source. The local stress regime must allow repeated magma ascent for eruptions to recur at dykes at these sites. It is not surprising, therefore, that the majority of volcanic vents occur within impact craters, because the crust below crater floors is expected to be highly fractured (Klimczak et al., 2018), or near thrust faults where localized stress changes could dilate certain fracture sets (Habermann and Klimczak, 2015). However, this does not explain all the identified vents: the vent inside Nathair Facula is neither inside an impact structure, nor close to a lobate scarp, for example, so other causes of localized differences in lithospheric stresses may be at play, such as variable crustal composition which can lead to local differences in strain (Galluzzi et al., 2019).

A third mechanism for volatile recharge is melt overturn within a dyke, in which volatile-rich magma is brought up from deeper in the dyke and overlies a upper zone that had been passively or eruptively degassed (Head and Wilson, 2017). Additionally, if there is a main dyke at depth when the critical pressure builds up, it may spawn smaller dykes which would lead to smaller local eruptions within a system (Jozwiak et al., 2018). As the magma is stored in the dyke, and so does not need local stress regime differences to operate, no further connection with melt sources is required. This mechanism would allow only short intervals between eruptive events before the magma solidified, and so could not account for the contrasting ages suggested by small scale cratering seen inside the Agwó Facula compound vent (Rothery et al., 2014), unless associated with a deeper feeder dyke with smaller individual offshoots each producing an individual vent site.

Bearing in mind Mercury’s contractional tectonic regime and accepting the tentative evidence for prolonged pauses between eruptions at each site, we suggest that the existence of polygenetic vents implies that long-lasting local stress anomalies, for example close to thrust faults (Habermann and Klimczak, 2015), must have been present to allow continued melt supply from the mantle in at least some examples.

5. Conclusions

Where image data have adequate resolution and quality, at least ~70% of volcanic vent sites on Mercury are compound, reflecting multiple eruption loci and potentially a polygenetic history. Many of the large vents that we do not classify as compound may have lost their internal structures over time and so could also be polygenetic, or could have formed by migration of the locus of an eruption in a fashion insufficiently punctuated to leave intervening septa. At compound vents and other polygenetic sites, the volatiles within the erupting magma, necessary for an explosive eruption, were recharged, either at the melt source, in the crust, or by some process within magma stored in the crust. Volatile recharge has implications for the internal plumbing of these sites, suggesting that, once established, eruption sites can undergo multiple events occurring over a prolonged but currently weakly constrained duration. If additional volatile supply was from mantle sources, then the local stress regimes must have allowed repeated connection between source and vent. Otherwise, volatiles must have been assimilated from the crust, which probably requires recharge by movement of volatiles through the crust.

Migration of the locus of eruption must be considered when studying the extent of the explosive ejecta deposits that constitute faculae. A single central vent source is often modelled (Broz et al., 2018; Kerber et al., 2009), but the dynamic histories shown by our examples suggest that these sites relocate over time. Build-up of faculae from multiple eruption loci could extend the area covered by faculae without needing stronger eruptions, meaning that models using single source point estimates would over-estimate the eruptive power. These vents and their faculae should be high priorities for study by BepiColombo.
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